
The Adaptable MSP
For the Mid-size Business, Adaptability is Critical for Survival 
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After all, with the growing use of contingent labor, it 

has become more difficult for companies to adapt to 

administrative duties associated with contingent worker 

use. As these workforces continue to grow at high rates―

oftentimes by as much as 5% annually―it is of paramount 

importance that these organizations have cost-efficient 

solutions in place to manage them. Even mid-sized 

companies are discovering what many Fortune 500 

companies have long enjoyed: the fortified benefits of an 

MSP.

With contingent staffing use continuing to increase globally, 

one key hotbed of growth is found in organizations whose 

levels of usage once dissuaded consideration of formalized 

processes. Many companies whose annualized contingent 

labor spend is less than $20 million once strove to handle 

all of their management efforts in-house through their 

own procurement and/or HR teams. The reasons for this 

philosophy are manifold, but are often based on a flawed 

assumption:  that their programs don’t have sufficient 

spend to float optimization costs.  Oftentimes, with the 

levels of efficiency that top providers have built into their 

programs, that simply isn’t the case.

Regardless of the extent of a company’s usage of 

contingent labor, there are many challenges faced:

• Cost control

• Staffing supplier performance and compliance 
management

• Contingent workforce quality and management

• Co-employment risk mitigation

These are challenges that managed service program 

(MSP) providers are experts at resolving. They are 

challenges for which even companies with less than $20 

million in spend can effectively solicit help.  As shown in 

the figure on the right and since 2009, usage by companies 

with contingent labor spend under $20M has grown from 

a share of 26% to 40% as MSPs have become a go-to 

option.

Streamlining Processes

Increase among MSP usage:
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Mitigating Risk
One of the many challenges companies face when 

engaging a contingent workforce is mitigating risk. Risk 

comes hand-in-hand with the onboarding of contingent and 

temporary workers, which results in laborious administrative 

tasks in order to be in compliance with the ever-changing 

regulatory requirements. Smaller companies often use a 

non-central system for managing these workers, resulting 

in less transparent systems that are difficult to render 

efficiently. Whereas, with an MSP, all of these compliance 

issues are outsourced, freeing attention to be focused on 

more important business objectives. 

Some forward-thinking MSP providers are even retooling 

their service offerings to make sure that they can deliver 

real value to smaller spend programs. For example, 

one innovative approach to reduce costs without losing 

quality of service is to deploy a distributed support team. 

While many large MSPs are serviced by dedicated onsite 

teams, a company with $4 million in annual spend may 

not require a dedicated resource. Companies can instead 

receive the expert support of multiple MSP Program 

Managers and specialists in a real-time environment. This 

model affords customers access to a wide range of best 

practices and thought leaders through stable and structured 

communication paths, ultimately addressing the challenges 

previously listed. And this is just one of the ways that a few 

of the best MSP providers are evolving to offer real value.
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Why deploy an MSP/VMS?
All companies need to ask themselves one question: How 

can we get the greatest return on our investment from our 

contingent workforce?

According to Staffing Industry Analysts’ Contingent 

Buyers Survey, the most cited reason that organizations 

decide to engage with an MSP and vendor management 

system (VMS) is the elimination of operational costs and 

administrative burdens that can be easily—and more 

effectively and impartially—handled by an MSP/VMS 

solution; oftentimes at no cost to the company. Continually, 

77% of global CEOs say that they will change their strategy 

of managing talent, which signals a shift from internal to 

external management. This shift in management reduces 

many of the administrative burdens that can slow day-

to-day operations, while continuing to save companies 

hundreds of thousands of dollars per year.

Moreover, MSP/VMS services streamline workflows 

and processes while optimizing a client’s contingent 

workforce; thereby, providing greater visibility and 

business intelligence to the end user. This solution not only 

provides a more holistic approach to managing contingent 

workers, but it also minimizes complexity for the company 

stakeholders, while also mitigating the risks involved in 

managing these large pools of workers. 

Overall, analysts estimate that one third of all worldwide 

contingent labor is managed by an MSP and VMS. The 

growth of MSP and VMS services is attributable to their 

flexibility and ease of use, resulting in companies gener-

ating greater revenues by eliminating sales commissions, 

speeding up collections, and protecting existing business. 

77% of global CEOs say that they will 
change their strategy of managing 
talent.
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Numbers do not lie. This holds true for the increasing 

adoption rates of MSP/VMS services amongst growing 

companies with spend under $20M. These companies 

have embraced the solutions that MSP/VMS solutions 

offer. These solutions provide organizations with dedicated 

resources that can provide oversight of contingent 

workforce data, training, and overall strategy.

Companies have continued to use large MSP providers 

that have developed the infrastructure to align suppliers, 

improve productivity and, most importantly, reduce costs of 

managing contingent labor. Not only are decreased costs 

a benefit, but MSPs also enable companies to have direct 

access to the best talent available. 

Increase Efficiencies

For companies using a primary model with 
$10m – $20m in spend, the MSP leads the 
spend category with 40% of the overall spend 
share. 
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Adaptability

Think of an MSP/VMS as a chameleon—a chameleon 

will adapt to its surroundings in order to fit into any 

environment—just as an excellent MSP provider will 

adapt to your company’s culture and needs. Companies 

with spend of less than $20 million want a solution that 

works for them, as does a company with $300 million in 

contingent labor spend. Just as a chameleon takes on the 

colors of its environment, an MSP/VMS takes on the colors 

of an organization by reflecting its culture, preferences, 

and requirements. This adaptable approach reduces the 

redundancy of the processes in contingent workforce 

management, and the result is a custom-built solution that 

generates revenue and streamlines efficiency. 
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Access Top Talent

In today’s business world top-tier talent is increasingly 

hard to come by, and companies spend a lot of their time 

seeking out prospective resources through their internal 

HR departments. However, many of these searches are 

decentralized and slow.

MSPs are the closest companies can come to

talent-on-demand services.

Services through an MSP:

• Candidate screening and interviews

• Candidate sourcing for open positions

• Process management

• Data analytics and reporting 

• Supplier management

• Industry benchmarking

Key drivers for implementing an MSP/VMS program:
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Your Process

Contact

What began as a small design/drafting firm in Buffalo, 

NY—more than five decades ago—has evolved into 

the international workforce solutions company known 

as Superior Group. Over the years, Superior has grown 

in order to provide effective People, Process, and 

Outsourcing-focused solutions that clients depend on 

everyday.  

For more information:

Superior Group
250 International Drive
Williamsville, NY  14221
Tel:  800.568.8310

http://www.superiorgroup.com
http://www.worknexus.com

When formalizing or refining your contingent labor 

processes, be sure to consider all options. For more 

information, contact us or review the complementary article 

published by Staffing Industry Analysts and penned by 

Superior’s Director of Client Strategy and Development, 

Joe O’Shea.  

About Superior
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